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[1] Changes in surface albedo represent one of the main
forcing agents that can counteract, to some extent, the positive forcing from increasing greenhouse gas concentrations.
Here, we report on enhanced ocean reflectance from ship
wakes over the Pacific Ocean near the California coast, where
we determined, based on airborne radiation measurements
that ship wakes can increase reflected sunlight by more than
100%. We assessed the importance of this increase to climate
forcing, where we estimated the global radiative forcing of
ship wakes to be −(0.14 ± 50%) mWm−2 assuming a global
distribution of 32331 ships of size ≥100000 gross tonnage.
The forcing is smaller than the forcing of aircraft contrails
(−0.007 to +0.02 Wm−2), but considering that the global shipping fleet has rapidly grown in the last five decades and this
trend is likely to continue because of the need of more inter‐
continental transportation as a result of economic globalization, we argue that the radiative forcing of wakes is expected
to be increasingly important especially in harbors and coastal
regions. Citation: Gatebe, C. K., E. Wilcox, R. Poudyal, and
J. Wang (2011), Effects of ship wakes on ocean brightness and
radiative forcing over ocean, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38, L17702,
doi:10.1029/2011GL048819.

2. Observational Assessment of Ship Wake
Impacts on Surface Albedo

1. Introduction
[2] The oceanic surface albedo plays a key role in determining the energy exchange between atmosphere and ocean,
and is therefore important for the coupling of atmosphere and
ocean models [Li et al., 2006]. The albedo regulates Earth’s
climate, and an increase in surface albedo can counteract, to
some extent, the warming due to the positive forcing of
increasing greenhouse gases [Menon et al., 2010]. The albedo
change over land caused by land‐use and land‐cover modifications is well documented [Forster et al., 2007]. However,
modification of the ocean albedo by human activities is
unknown, even though the oceans cover 70% of Earth’s
surface and absorbs approximately 93% of incident solar
radiation. It is therefore conceivable that increasing surface
albedo by adding micro‐bubbles can reduce heat oceanic
uptake and potentially counterbalance human‐induced warming from landscape darkening and emission of black carbon
and greenhouse gases as argued recently by Seitz [2011]. This
study provides new insights into ship‐generated disturbances
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on the ocean surface, which have received little attention in
climate studies, but is potentially significant for the ocean‐
atmosphere energy balance and could affect climate.
[3] A moving ship generates a wake that is characterized
by surface waves, white‐water, propeller‐generated vortices,
and submerged bubbles [Reed and Milgram, 2002]. Ship
wakes can often be seen in images acquired by microwave
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) aboard aircraft and satellites
[Garzelli, 1995; Munk et al., 1987]. The region around and
behind the ship up to a distance of several ship lengths (local
wave disturbance region) shows a complex combination of
breaking bow and stern waves, depending on the speed, the
shape, and the propulsion system of the ship [Lyden et al.,
1988]. Studies have shown that the optical variations
observed within ship wakes are largely due to the generation
of copious amounts of air bubbles in the upper ocean, a
fraction of which accumulate as foam at the surface, where
they release scavenged surfactants [Zhang et al., 2004, 1998;
Stramski, 1994]. The optical effects of surface waves, submerged bubbles, and vortices trailing the ship can be observed
5–15 km behind the ship [Munk et al., 1987].

[4] During the Arctic Research of the Composition of the
Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS; 24 June
2008) experiment [Jacob et al., 2010], while flying in the
NASA P‐3B aircraft (Figure 1a) over the Pacific Ocean off
the coast of southern California, we observed, serendipitously, enhanced surface reflectance exceeding 100% above
normal in most cases in wakes trailing large commercial
vessels. The flight was designed primarily for characterizing
the emissions from cargo ships plying the area, which are
known to contribute to air quality problems in California
[Corbett and Fischbeck, 2000; Corbett et al., 2007], and the
ocean bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).
The aircraft was equipped with instruments to measure gases,
aerosols and radiation. As part of the instrument suite, the
NASA’s Cloud Absorption Radiometer (CAR; Figure 1b)
[Gatebe et al., 2003; King et al., 1986], which detected the
enhanced reflectance, was mounted in the nose cone measuring both transmitted and reflected radiances while scanning perpendicular to the flight direction at a rate of 100 scans
a minute. CAR scans through 190° from straight above,
through the horizon to straight down. Data were recorded
for 14 narrow spectral bands located in the ultraviolet, visible
and near‐infrared regions in the electromagnetic spectrum
(0.340–2.301 mm). (Data and information supporting our
results are available online at the CAR website (http://
car.gsfc.nasa.gov/data/index.php?id=122&mis_id=8&n=
ARCTAS). Given that the instrument has an instantaneous
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Figure 1. (a) The NASA P‐3B at Fairbanks, Alaska, USA in April 2008 during ARCTAS Field Experiment. (b) Schematic
of NASA’s Cloud Absorption Radiometer (CAR), which is mounted in the nose cone of the NASA P‐3B aircraft. (c) Illustration of a clockwise circular flight track that was used for measuring surface bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) over the Pacific. (d) The CAR has 14 narrow spectral bands between 0.34 and 2.30 mm, and flew two missions over
the Pacific during ARCTAS.
field‐of‐view of 1°, a wide scan range of 190°, and assuming
an altitude of 300 m above the surface, the diameter of the
footprint straight below the aircraft is ∼5 m, increasing to
∼174 m at a viewing zenith angle of 80° from nadir. Therefore, a complete circular orbit by the aircraft allows the CAR
to image the surface and sky in all viewing zenith and azimuthal angles, and covering an area defined by a diameter
of 4–5 km on the surface (Figure 1c). We believe that using
the CAR in this manner is the most mobile and efficient way
of measuring full surface BRDF assuming a homogeneous
surface [Gatebe et al., 2005]. Several orbits over ocean were
completed both before and after the arrival of a ship to the
sampling area, presenting us with unprecedented opportunity
to detect change in surface albedo due to ship wakes.
[5] The signature of the ship and its wake can be seen
clearly when comparing the BRDF of the case without and
with ship wake. We use measurements of BRDF to determine the enhanced reflectance attributable to the presence of
ship wake. Figure 2 shows ocean reflectance at 0.870 mm in
all viewing azimuth directions (depicted as angle around the
polar plot with the solar principal plane at 0°) and viewing
zenith angle (depicted as distance from the center of the polar
plot) from nadir up to 10° below the horizon. At 0.870 mm,
which is widely used in remote sensing over the ocean under
clear‐sky, effects of atmospheric absorption and scattering
can be assumed to be minimal. The unique feature of these
BRDF measurements is that reflected solar radiation was
observed at a fine angular resolution (1°). As expected, the
radiation field over the ocean is characterized by the presence
of sunglint with maximum reflectance coinciding with the
solar direction (in this case ∼35° elevation angle) viewed

towards the sun and minimum reflectance occurring at the
same elevation angle viewed away from the sun caused by the
aircraft shadow. However, the contrast between Figure 2a
(case without ship wake) and Figure 2b (case with the ship
wake) reveals: (a) ship and ship wakes clearly enhance surface reflectance, (b) the glint is confined over a narrower
angular range from the solar principal plane in the ship wake
case, and extends farther out towards the horizon, and (c) the

Figure 2. Ocean bidirectional reflectance distribution function at 0.870 mm (a) without and (b) with ship wake. The
ship wake measurements were made over a 294 m long
cargo ship, which was moving through an area where the
NASA P‐3B aircraft was orbiting in a circular flight track
at a constant altitude (∼304 m above ocean surface).
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Figure 3. (a) Cargo ship moving through the scene during airborne measurements. (b) The cargo ship can be seen in a
quick‐look image from NASA’s Cloud Absorption Radiometer. (c) Relative change in reflectance in the solar principal
plane (Rglint) and off‐principal plane (Rnon‐glint) due to the presence of ship wake.
glint in the ship wake case has higher reflectance magnitude
than the non‐ship wake case, which is not so obvious in the
figure because of the color scheme used. The narrowing of
the angular extent of the glint and the reduction in reflectance
in some viewing angles is more than compensated by
enhanced surface reflectance at other viewing angles.
[6] The ship passage (Figure 3a) captured by the CAR
instrument during a ∼2 minute interval as seen in the quick‐
look RGB image shown in Figure 3b (R = 1.04 mm, G =
0.87 mm, and B = 0.47 mm) triggered our initial interests in
reflectance enhancement by ship wake. The sun can be seen
in the sky, well above the horizon, and the sunglint pattern
appears very bright against a dark ocean surface. The ship
and its wake appear in the quick‐look image more clearly at
22:27:58 UTC. The ship appears as a bright dot off the solar
principal plane and the ship wake is superimposed on the
glint following the ship. Figure 3c (blue curve) shows the
mean percentage differences in spectral surface reflectance
viewed in the direction of the sunglint between the case with
ship wake (22:27:58 UTC–22:29:56 UTC) and the case
without the wake (22:23:37 UTC–22:25:44 UTC), normalized to the case without the wake. The green line in Figure 3c,
is similar to the blue line, but for a different ship wake viewed
in non‐glint directions >90° away from the solar principal
plane. We identified other ship wakes associated with trailing
ships of varying size and observed by CAR at different distances and altitudes above the ocean surface. Table 1 shows
results of differences in spectral reflectance (DR) between
the case with ship wake and the case without, expressed in
the general form:
DR ¼

DI ð; 0 ; Þ
0 F 

ð1Þ

where  and 0 are the viewing and illumination zenith
angles, respectively,  is the azimuthal angle between the

viewing direction and the illumination direction so that
forward and backward scattered photons represent azimuth
angles of 0° and 180°, respectively, m = cos , m0 = cos 0,
DIl(hmi(hIl,wi − hIli)) is the absolute differences in measured radiance between the case with ship wake (Il,w) and
the case without the wake (Il), averaged over different
pixels, and multiplied with m. Fl, the collimated irradiance,
is computed by weighting the solar flux at the top of the
atmosphere with the spectral response function of each
band, taking into account the effects of the elliptical orbit
of the Earth around the Sun. (Note that results for ship
wake 1 and 4 are shown in Figure 3c (green and blue curves,
respectively.) Enhanced reflectances were measured across
the spectrum from UV to near‐IR for all observed wakes,
with considerable variability observed between different
wakes, especially between glint and non‐glint cases (cf.
Table 1 ‐ standard error estimate). Note that the relative change
in reflectance is greater at longer wavelengths. This may be
explained by the decreasing reflectance with increasing
wavelength of the ocean being enhanced by additional
scattering by bubbles, which is roughly uniform across the
visible/NIR spectrum. This spectral signature of the ship
wakes is qualitatively similar to that observed by Zhang et al.
[2004].
[7] It is straightforward to estimate the actual wake area
associated with the ship. We used unsupervised classification
algorithm ‐ ISODATA in ENVI [cf. Jensen, 1996] to select
pixels disturbed by the wake around the general location of a
ship identified in the CAR quick‐look image. The dimensions
of individual pixels were determined using geometrical
methods [cf. Román et al., 2011, equations 1–10]. Assuming
the ocean to be Lambertian, we derived broadband albedo
from the spectral values in Table 1 using a modified
conversion formula by Liang et al. [2005] for MODIS
(Moderate‐Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) bands,
which predicts average shortwave broadband (0.2–2.5 mm)
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a
Rw = ship wake spectral nadir reflectance, R = ocean spectral nadir reflectance; SZA = solar zenith angle, and N is the number of pixels contaminated by ship wake. The estimated shortwave (0.25–2.5 mm)
broadband albedo enhancement: ship‐1 = 0.0116; ship‐2 = 0.0077, ship‐3 = 0.0190, ship‐4 (glint case) = 0.0417. The ship wake area (km2): ship‐1 = 0.4820, ship‐2 = 0.4880, ship‐3 = 0.9284, ship‐4 = 0.2706.

7062/17/118
7096/16/104
2186/20/181
299/35/605
0.0012
0.0006
0.0016
0.0034
±
±
±
±
0.0071
0.0014
0.0074
0.0503
0.0015
0.0015
0.0031
0.0021
±
±
±
±
0.0096
0.0046
0.0175
0.0451
0.0017
0.0015
0.0033
0.0036
±
±
±
±
0.0097
0.0046
0.0182
0.0591
0.0023
0.0020
0.0041
0.0025
±
±
±
±
0.0116
0.0063
0.0240
0.0613
0.0026
0.0022
0.0046
0.0032
±
±
±
±
0.0133
0.0078
0.0276
0.0518
0.0026
0.0024
0.0047
0.0025
±
±
±
±
0.0144
0.0096
0.0315
0.0435
0.0026
0.0025
0.0040
0.0019
±
±
±
±
0.0157
0.0135
0.0354
0.0321
0.0009
0.0015
0.0024
0.0013
±
±
±
±
0.0107
0.0095
0.0310
0.0174
0.0017
0.0007
0.0011
0.0007
±
±
±
±
0.0056
0.0050
0.0223
0.0095
Ship‐1
Ship‐2
Ship‐3
Ship‐4 (glint)

(Rw – R) l(mm)

0.870
0.682
0.472
0.381
0.340

Table 1. Increase in Ocean‐Atmosphere Nadir Spectral Reflectance due to Ship Wakea

1.036

1.219

1.273

2.102

Alt (m)/SZA(°)/N
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albedo of any surface type, under general atmospheric conditions, and assuming that downward fluxes beyond this
range are very small and their contribution to the total albedo
are negligible. This gives an equivalent broadband albedo
increase as shown in Table 1. Clearly, the albedo enhancement is stronger in the glint case than the non‐glint cases.

3. Estimate and Significance of Direct Radiative
Forcing of Ship Wakes
[8] We now explore the impact on climate associated with
the strong increase of albedo by ship wakes as a primer for
any future work. We adopt an approach similar to Charlson
et al. [1992] for sulfate aerosols, Penner et al. [1992] for
biomass burning aerosols, Frouin et al. [2001] for oceanic
whitecaps, and Seitz [2011] for oceanic micro‐bubbles to
assess the climatic role of ship wakes on a global scale. The
conceptual simplicity of this approach makes it more attractive and convenient to use for a rough order estimate of the
direct radiative forcing of ship wakes.
[9] Ship wake brightening is largely attributed to copious
amounts of air bubbles in the upper ocean, which increase
backscattering and enhance reflectance over the entire ultraviolet, visible and near infrared wavelengths (cf. Figure 3).
Therefore, air bubbles in the upper ocean can be treated as
spherical voids in the water column similar to aerosol or water
droplets suspended in air. Consequently, the formalism used
to express the degree of planetary brightening DF from
aerosols in the atmosphere can be applied as well to hydrosol
clouds in ocean. Therefore, the change in outgoing radiant
flux due to ship wake at any location over the oceans is given
by:
DF ¼ F0 0 ð1  Ac Þt u t d DRs

ð2Þ

Where F0 is the extraterrestrial broad‐band solar irradiance,
m0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, Ac is the fraction of
the surface covered by clouds, tu and td are clear sky transmissivities for up‐ and downwelling fluxes, respectively, and
DRs is the change in the albedo of the upper water column
that ship wake bubbles produce. We assume that the forcing
occurs only in cloud‐free regions and the atmosphere‐
surface interactions are neglected.
[10] The DRs can be obtained from the following
expression:
DRs ¼ Nfw ðRw  RÞ

ð3Þ

Where N is the number of ships, fw denotes the fraction of
surface covered by ship wakes, Rw is the total broadband
surface reflectance from ship wakes (sum of contributions
due to diffuse reflection by air bubbles, whitecaps, and rough
ocean surfaces), and R is total broadband reflectance from
ship wake‐free surfaces. The total broadband albedo pertubation are given in Table 1 for different ships. Given the
variability in the observed albedo enhancements between
glint and non‐glint wake cases reported in Table 1 (footnote),
we weighted the albedo enhancement by the wake area for
purposes of RF computation.
[11] The number of ships, N, is based on several sources,
for example, Eyring et al. [2005] who reported 89063 ships
exceeding 100 gross tonnage (excluding submarines) in 2001
operating between 4000 and 6600 hours per year depending
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[14] Using equations (2) and (3) the globally averaged
perturbation in reflected solar flux due to the presence of
ship wakes can be estimated:
hDFi ¼ 0:25F0 ð1  hAc iÞT hNihf ihDRs i

Figure 4. Average cloud fraction along global shipping
routes as computed from Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MODIS) data acquired from the Terra satellite (2001–2010). The average cloud fraction over global
shipping routes is 0.71.

on size. Allowing that 40% of that operating time may be
stationary in port [Endresen et al., 2003] yields between
24400 and 40261 ships operating in open water at any time.
If we use the average number of ships (32331), the uncertainty in our estimate of the number of ships is ±24%. Note
that the size of the fleet has quadrupled in approximately
50 years [Buhaug et al., 2009].
[12] The average cloud fraction along global shipping
routes is computed from 10 years of Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) data acquired from the
Terra satellite for years 2001 through 2010. The one degree
gridded monthly data are taken from the MOD08_M3
(version 5.1) product supplied by NASA. The 10‐year
average of these data are shown in Figure 4 masked by one‐
degree grid cells within shipping routes determined from
Kaluza et al. [2010]. The average cloud fraction over global
shipping routes is 0.71. There is little difference between
this quantity and that of the 8‐year average of MODIS data
from the Aqua satellite similarly masked by shipping routes.
The density of ship traffic is not uniform between shipping
lanes. Lacking adequate data for ship density, it was not
possible to compute an average of cloud fraction weighted
by ship traffic density. However, the standard deviation of
cloud fraction across all samples within shipping lanes is
0.14, which we adopt here as a conservative estimate of the
uncertainty in the masking of ship wake radiative forcing by
clouds. Note that the global cloud field is extremely stable
over the >10 years MODIS data record with seasonal and
diurnal variation of global cloud cover change of approximately 2% [Maddux et al., 2010].
[13] The clear‐sky atmospheric transmittance (0.76) and
its relative uncertainty (20%) are taken from Charlson et al.
[1992, Table 1]. Therefore, the two‐way clear‐sky atmospheric transmittance 0.58 ± 40%. The solar constant variations are considered too small (<0.01% [e.g., Beer et al.,
2000]) to affect the ship wake forcing estimate.

ð4Þ

where h i denotes globally averaged values over the ocean
(simple average area), 0.25F0 is the global mean top‐of‐the‐
atmosphere radiative flux (0.25 × 1367 Wm−2), hAci is the
globally averaged MODIS fractional cloud coverage (0.71),
T is the clear‐sky two‐way atmospheric transmittance (0.58
from Charlson et al. [1992]), hNi is the average number of
ships (32331), hf i is the sum of the average wake area
divided by total area of the Earth (2.17/5.1 × 108), DRs is
the area weighted albedo enhancement (0.018). Using these
estimates the probable hDFi is −(0.00014 ± 0.00007) Wm−2.
This calculation assumes that ship wakes are homogeneously distributed over the globe. However, since the
majority of ships are in the northern hemisphere mid‐latitude
oceans, the estimate averaged over the globe would be
−0.00014 Wm−2 × 0.5 (hemispheric factor) × cosp/4 (mid‐
latitude factor) = −0.000049 Wm−2. Consequently, the forcing averaged only over the northern hemisphere ocean would
be ∼ −0.00016 Wm−2 (noting that ocean surface area in
northern hemisphere is ∼30% of the total Earth’s surface area).
Regionally, in harbours and coastal regions, we would expect
the forcing to be much larger.
[15] Therefore, globally, the above estimate of ship
wake forcing (−0.00014 Wm−2) is much smaller than
aircraft contrails forcing, which lie in the range −0.007 to
+0.02 Wm−2 [Forster et al., 2007]. These estimates are
designed to be illustrative of the potential magnitude of
forcing by ship wakes. Despite the uncertainty in the above
estimate of ship wake forcing due to considerable uncertainty
in the input parameters as indicated, the calculation serves
to establish the significance of the direct forcing of the ship
wakes.

4. Conclusions
[16] The strong enhancement of ocean reflectance in the
ship wake is unambiguous, and >100% in most cases in the
spectral range from the ultraviolet to the near‐infrared
(0.340 mm ≤l≤ 2.205 mm), and clearly seen in the ocean
BRDF measurements. These results are derived from angular
and spectral measurements of the intensity of reflected solar
radiation from an airborne instrument over several regions
of the ocean disturbed by the ship wakes. The implication
for the global radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere
has been demonstrated in this study. Wherever possible we
have taken the nominal values for all parameters in our
radiative forcing estimate for ship wakes. We acknowledge
that some parameters may have large and as yet difficult‐
to‐quantify uncertainties and therefore, ship wake forcing
may turn out to be nothing, but there is a real possibility
that it could turn out to be something. Further sampling of
ship wakes is warranted to better constrain the estimated
change in albedo from wakes and to improve our understanding of the persistence of the albedo perturbation after
passage of the ship. Hence, the forcing estimate here (−0.14 ±
50%) mWm−2 should be considered as a first order estimate
(or back‐of‐the‐envelope estimate), whereby uncertainties
could be as large as those in the forcing estimate for
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aerosol or even contrails. But, considering that the global
shipping fleet has rapidly grown in the last five decades and
this trend is likely to continue because of the need of more
inter‐continental transportation as a result of economic
globalization, we argue that the radiative forcing of wakes
is expected to be increasingly important and could have
bearing on the suggested geo‐engineering schemes (such as
using cloud modifying ships) for reducing warming [e.g.,
MacCracken, 2009; Seitz, 2011]. Studies [e.g., Buhaug et al.,
2009] show that, by 2050, in the absence of policies, ship
emissions may grow by 150% to 250% (compared to the
emissions in 2007) as a result of the growth in shipping.
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